The 2003 Air Medical Leadership Congress: Findings and Recommendations

ABSTRACT
To address important concerns facing the air medical community, 149 air medical transport leaders, providers, consultants, and experts met September 4-6, 2003, in Salt Lake City, Utah, for a 3-day summit—the Air Medical Leadership Congress: Setting the Health Care Agenda for the Air Medical Community. Using data from a Web-based survey, top air medical transport issues were identified in four core areas: safety, medical care, cost/benefit, and regulatory/compliance. This report reviews the findings of previous congresses and summarizes the discussions, findings, recommendations, and proposed industry actions to address these issues as set forth by the 2003 congress participants.

Introduction
A variety of concerns and issues are plaguing the air medical transport (AMT) community. Finding solutions to these problems has been difficult, and at times efforts have appeared disjointed, ineffective, and inefficient. Developing new and unified approaches to solve these important issues is critical if the AMT community is to maximize the safe and cost-effective delivery of these life-saving services.

The opportunity to discuss common concerns nationally among air medical providers, leaders, and experts is often limited to three major annual meetings: the Air Medical Transport Conference (AMTC), the Critical Care Transport Medicine Conference (CCTMC), and the Association of Air Medical Services (AAMS) Mid-Year Conference. During these conferences, identified speakers present or address topics of interest in a lecture-based format. Although this format has high educational value, it tends to make the audience passive learners and leaves little time to discuss formative solutions.

On the other hand, the dialogue-based format uses discussion and debate as a means to actively engage all participants. This enables the possibility of breakthrough thinking as ideas are exchanged and examined by the participants from their own unique perspectives. It also creates shareholder investment or buy-in to solutions seeking consensus strategies.
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Prior Air Medical Community Summits

To our knowledge, five safety, one reimbursement, and one research AMT community summits have been previously convened. During each of these meetings, few lectures were delivered. Rather, the format was an open exchange of ideas and information with a mandate to develop and implement action items to address specific issues facing the AMT industry.

The first safety summit occurred in 1985 in Dallas, Texas, in response to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) concerns about escalating helicopter emergency medical service (HEMS) accidents. Pilot fatigue was identified as one of the major causes for the rising accident rates. The summit surmised that routine use of 24-hour and 48-hour pilot duty times should be discouraged and replaced by an industry standard that would promote 12-hour HEMS duty times. Although Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Parts 135.261-135.269 and 135.273 address crew member flight time, duty period limitations, and rest requirements, the FAA soon followed with the enactment of FAR Part 135.271, specific to helicopter hospital emergency medical evacuation services (Figure 1).

The most recent safety summit was convened in Dallas on April 7, 2000, in response to a significant increase in the number of AMT helicopter accidents from 1998 through 2000. This summit produced five initiatives:

1. Improve and promote (safety) training
2. Establish an Air Medical Safety Advisory Council (AMSAC)
3. Fill in the data gaps to identify root causes of accidents
4. Raise leadership safety awareness in health care, aviation, etc.
5. Define recommended aircraft standards and explore new technology

While all of the initiatives were accomplished to some degree, the AMSAC is perhaps the best known due to the public nature of its efforts and the inclusion of all disciplines of the AMT community. It also marked the first opportunity for competing operators to conduct safety-oriented discussions in a collegial, noncompetitive atmosphere. Using medical aviation experts, AMSAC provides resources and seeks to promote an AMT safety culture.

The third initiative was to gather a multidisciplinary group of medical aviation experts to conduct and publish a root cause analysis of AMT accidents. Six recommended interventions ranked high in both effectiveness and feasibility for enhancing future AMT safety:

1. Improve training for night flying operations
2. Improve training for mountain flying operations
3. Equip AMT aircraft with terrain avoidance warning systems
4. Equip AMT aircraft with radar altimeters
5. Provide AMT aircraft with mission-essential equipment
6. Improve the content of weather briefings

In 1991, the AAMS Air Medical Reimbursement Congress, consisting of 42 invited participants and more than 75 observers, met to discuss AMT financial concerns. This meeting concentrated on four major areas: coverage, reimbursement, billing, and cost-effectiveness. Thirteen actions were recommended:

1. Educate payers and intermediaries
2. Develop documentation regarding the efficacy of air medical services
3. Develop a position paper to address the issues related to determining the nearest appropriate facility
4. Actively seek opportunities to cooperate with regional and state coalitions of AAMS members to provide educational programs on finance and reimbursement issues to more of the membership
5. Develop a central database of member information that is regularly updated and reported
6. Develop a utilization review program based on guidelines provided by AAMS
7. Develop a position paper on criteria for selecting aircraft and crew
8. Assemble a library of printed material that could be accessed by the AAMS membership
9. Develop a common approach and criteria for assessing aircraft productivity
10. Develop a description of the mission profile for each of its members as part of the central database
11. Develop mechanisms to assess and demonstrate the financial cost/benefit of AMT programs to their service area and the individual hospitals
12. Develop documentation regarding the efficacy of air medical services
13. Develop a position paper to address the issues related to determining the nearest appropriate facility

In 1996, the industry held its only research meeting in Fort Worth, Texas. Specifically, the intent of this meeting was to “determine whether adequate objective information currently exists to justify present levels of utilization of air medical services, and, if not, what studies should be done to obtain such information.” This research congress concluded that research was needed in several critical areas. The dialogue generated during this meeting was useful in identifying the barriers to research and helped set a future agenda for AMT research.

The 2003 Air Medical Leadership Congress

In recent years, a variety of air medical transport issues have come to the forefront: a surge in AMT accidents, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and other regulatory requirements, declining reimbursements, crew fatigue factors, increasing complexity of medical care, and others. An industry summit was developed in an attempt to understand and gain consensus on how to address these important issues. After extensive preparation—including the tabulation of 508 survey responses from members of the AMT community—149 air medical experts, leaders, and providers met for a 3-day summit in Salt Lake City, Utah. The Air Medical Leadership Congress: Setting the Health Care Agenda for the Air Medical Community was held on September 4-6, 2003. Using a dialogue-based format, participants discussed the top three issues identified by the AMT community in each of four categories: safety, medical care, cost/benefit, and regulatory/compliance (Table). The congress format afforded participants an opportunity to
extensively discuss and develop a brainstorming list of breakthrough strategies for each issue threatening the AMT community. An expert panel subsequently arranged all breakthrough strategies into related groupings. The participants then prioritized the groupings as most likely to solve each issue. The following is an outline of the discussions, findings, and recommendations put forth by the congress participants.

Safety Work Group

Statement of the Problem and Background

Fatal AMT accidents not only result in the loss of human life; they can cause physical, mental, and financial harm to those who provide or are served by these lifesaving services. All too often AMT accidents are ultimately attributed to human error—irreversible mistakes made by smart, dedicated, well-intentioned, and hardworking professionals. Although re-engineering to provide better weather reporting, pilot proficiency under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), and obstacle avoidance systems can reduce accidents, they can never substitute for good decision-making.

The primary goal of the Safety Work Group (SWG) was to make recommendations designed to reduce human error and enhance the future safety of AMT. In developing the final recommendations for the three main safety topics, the group identified a number of issues that contribute to both safe and...
unsafe AMT. Discussions focused on the following concerns.

**Realize that the safety attitude starts with “I.”** No matter what, one thing is certain—there will be a next accident. Maybe not today, maybe not this month, or even this year, but another accident is bound to occur. True safety experts are individuals who approach each flight with a vigilant safety-first attitude. This attitude openly states, “I must be safe, and I must assure the safety of my fellow crew members and the patients I serve. In this I will not compromise.” Polices that openly encourage and support the individual and collective practice of safe behaviors are to be fostered in AMT programs.

**Reduce complacency.** Unfortunately, AMT personnel—whether they are pilots, mechanics, medical crew, communicators, or administrators—often fail to see the next accident as a personal threat. Rather, they adopt an “it can’t happen here” mentality and assume the next accident will occur elsewhere. This attitude creates an imperceptible level of complacency that can result in smart people doing dumb things.

Paradoxically, lengthy work experiences may result in overconfidence and eventually in errors in performance. In the mid-1990s, Michelle North (a former pilot and current consultant on crew resource management [CRM]) conducted an unpublished survey of pilot work time spent on aviation tasks. More than 250 responses were obtained. In her survey, she found that recently hired low-time (< 2000 hours) pilots had fewer accidents than high time (>10,000 hours) senior program pilots. These results seem to suggest that complacency, inattention to detail, distraction, ambiguity, or the conscious or unconscious relaxation of safety standards born of familiarity were a significant contributor to AMT accidents. Never having an accident or incident does not ensure continued safety if it leads to complacent attitudes and mistakes.

**Hire “safe trait” personalities.** The hiring of proper aviation AMT personnel is important to a strong safety program. Often AMT personnel are hired based merely on flight time and AMT experience. Although these qualifications are important, the presence of certain personality traits can be critical in optimizing the selection of safety-minded individuals. These safe traits include good decision-making skills, interpersonal skills expertise, communication capabilities, and complex versus linear one-dimensional thinking. The development and listing of assessment tools useful in differentiating safe versus unsafe characteristics would be helpful to programs seeking to hire safety-minded AMT personnel.

**Develop a strong safety culture.** Egregious safety violators often are labeled as individuals suffering from “white knight syndrome” or just plain “unsafe.” Many AMT programs are quick to remove these problem individuals from their programs once identified. However, others counter that this quick firing of a safety violator removes an individual who may have just learned from a mistake.

Interestingly, as quickly as one program fires a safety violator, another rehires this same individual because of the current pilot shortage. A concern exists that such “fire and then rehire” practices may be merely shifting unsafe individuals from one program to another. The problem is more complex.

Although willful disregard of company policies, regulations, or procedures is grounds for termination, seldom are safety errors due to intentional misconduct. Few, if any, safety violators purposefully place themselves or others at risk of bodily injury or death. Rather, while operating from a personal paradigm of trying to “save a life,” they unintentionally push the safety envelope.

More often than not, the problem is not that a program has hired unsafe individuals but rather that it has failed to develop a strong safety culture. Programs with strong safety cultures recognize that the burden of safety lies not just with the “captain of the ship” but with the entire program—pilots, flight crew members, mechanics, communication specialists, physicians, and administrators.

They further believe that the team concept of CRM is an essential practice of a safe culture. Strong safety cultures see safety violations as an opportunity for everyone to learn and provide corrective actions to further reduce unsafe practices. All team members are held accountable not only for their personal safety but also for the safety of their AMT colleagues. These safety cultures instill daily and personal safety vigilance. To practice a truly strong safety culture, everyone in the program must be expected to embrace safety as the program’s number 1 priority.

**Ensure adequate rest.** For some personnel, AMT is a second job that can be sandwiched into the staff’s real life. While pilot duty time is highly regulated, all too often clinical, administrative, or aviation staff arrive at work just in time to change from their “primary” job uniform into their AMT flight gear. Crew members may count on being able to sleep at work to make up for fatigue caused by other job or family-related activities. Duty shifts longer than 12 hours also contribute to the development of fatigue if protective policies are not in place. Inadequate rest cycles have been shown to reduce concentration levels, thereby increasing the likelihood of both medical and aviation errors.

Although FAR policies have been established to reduce pilot fatigue, there are no federal or state regulations protecting other non-pilot AMT members from excessive fatigue. It is the responsibility of each program to establish scheduling expectations promoting adequate rest and policies that protect against excessive medical crew member, dispatcher, and mechanic fatigue.

**Send clear safety messages.** The program’s expectations of employees are often ambiguous. The expectation that safety cannot be compromised must be made clear and reiterated continuously. It is essential that safety performance standards be established within each program and that compliance with these standards is incorporated into personnel evaluations. Performance criteria then are measured, rewarded, or corrected as required to reinforce safe behaviors.

**Encourage educational opportunities that enhance safety practices.** Selecting “safe trait” personnel is a good beginning, but continuous safety education needs to be implemented and promoted. Attendance at internal and external safety courses is to be encouraged and expected. Identified safety violations are to be examined through program continuous quality improvement and external audits. Lessons learned and proactive corrective strategies then must be shared with program personnel.
It is imperative that all AMT personnel, including support personnel, have ongoing human factors training. This training should include but not be limited to annual mandatory courses on air medical resource management (AMRM) training, flight physiology, fatigue management, personal health and welfare, and stress management. In general, adult learners can retain newly processed concepts for approximately 18 months. Therefore, ongoing annual refresher training is important to reinforce previously learned concepts and practices.

Providing realistic practice opportunities requires the development of simulators that are less expensive, more realistic, aircraft specific, and readily accessible. Simulators can be instrumental in training to avoid controlled flight into terrain (CFIT) accidents. The implementation of high tech warning measures also will play an important role in averting CFIT accidents.

Other safety enhancement techniques, such as the pursuit of nonaviation educational opportunities, can improve safety programs. An example of enhancement would be rewarding individuals for personal advancement through the pursuit of a degree in the human skill set curriculum (eg, communication skills building, listening skills, team building, situational awareness training, and stress management).

Studies have found that any form of education will boost critical thinking capabilities. In an unpublished survey by Michelle North, the average on-task time for HEMS pilots was 2.7 hours per 12-hour shift. This time included preflights, weather checks, flight time, postflight, refuels, and any other item that could be referred to as an aviation-related task. The remaining 9.3 hours of the basic shift gives pilots a wonderful opportunity to pursue other educational endeavors. AMT programs should promote, encourage, and support educational pursuits, especially those directed at understanding human factors.

**Standardize weather minimums.** Despite the increasing use of faster aircraft, weather minimums remain the same or, in some cases, actually have been lowered. Paradoxically, faster-traveling aircraft reduce the availability of human reaction times to counter unexpected events (eg, IMC). Many AMT programs operate with local minimums of at least 500-foot ceilings and 1-mile visibility. One-mile visibility while traveling at 150 mph allows the human mind only 19.5 seconds to acquire an object (be it a mountain, wire, or fog bank), feed the physical information into the receptors, transfer to mental capacity and short-term memory storage, decide if a corrective action is necessary, physically initiate action to turn the aircraft in the direction of the decision, and then wait for the aircraft to respond. This a difficult task when suddenly encountering IMC.

The AMT community also needs to standardize weather reporting and flight refusal for set weather minimums. Establishment of standardized AMT community launch or “no go” criteria would greatly contribute to alleviating the pressure to fly caused by referral, individual, and program expectations. Standardized launch weather criteria would reduce pressure on pilots to fly when weather minimums are just too low, diminish the ability of first responders and referral hospitals to shop for other air medical programs willing to fly in adverse weather conditions, and lessen the “take a peak” or “fly until we encounter bad weather” behaviors.

**Lower interprogram competition as it relates to unsafe behaviors.** The AMT community should encourage the practice of engaging in local interprogram and interagency roundtables directed at promoting safe behaviors. By law, competing AMT programs cannot engage in discussions considered to be price-fixing. However, this rule does not preclude these same programs from engaging in activities directed at improving safety. Joint exercises can greatly facilitate cooperation between competitive programs and referral agencies in establishing safe behavior.

Open safety discussion between managers and employees of competing AMT services is to be encouraged and fostered. Recognized unsafe behaviors can be addressed with the establishment of common safe practices between competitive services. Programs should adopt an attitude that states, “We recognize that we have competitors. However, we will not engage in activities that promote unsafe behaviors for ourselves or our competitors.”

**Encourage referral agency safe behaviors.** Promoting safe behaviors by referral EMS agencies and hospitals means more than just reducing unsafe “shopping” behaviors during marginal weather conditions. It provides opportunities to recognize and use other ways to enhance safe practices. For example, there are hospital helipads that would routinely be judged unacceptable. The AMT community could do much to promote safe helipads by establishing criteria that outline minimal standards for AMT. Hospitals seeking to transport patients by air would be mandated to take the corrective actions necessary to ensure safe helipads.

AMT programs currently appear to be less diligent in offering safety training programs to referral EMS agencies and hospitals than in the past. Programs are encouraged to rejuvenate these important training programs. This training would include but not be limited to topics on landing zone preparation, loading and unloading patients, weather minimums, and AMT shopping.

**Develop common AMT definitions and data sets.** There are numerous ATM terms that have multiple interpretations. This confusion has arisen because of inconsistent definitions. Accident rate is a good example; the term can mean accidents per year or accidents per flight hours. Ira Blumen and colleagues attempted to address this problem in the 2002 Air Medical Physician Association (AMPA) publication, *A Safety Review and Risk Assessment in Air Medical Transport.* Accident rates were compared with exposure (eg, number of patient and nonpatient flight hours, number of patient transports, aircraft types [helicopter and fixed-wing] and models, and number of air medical programs). The challenge to the AMT community remains to routinely collect, collate, and compare uniformly defined AMT program exposure data for calculating consistent accident rate trends.

**Promote the benefits and positive aspects of AMT to the public.** Now that AMT has become an accepted practice for EMS transfers, media coverage has declined. This decline in media coverage lessens public exposure to the benefits of these daily life-saving services. It is the AMT crash that becomes the big story as media attention focuses on memorial services and
lost lives. It is important that the AMT community develop media strategies publicly touting the benefits of services.

SWG Recommendations

The SWG discussed 3 main topics: crew health, competition, and job satisfaction. The main topics were expanded into subcategories of specific action items that should be addressed by the AMT community over the next 2 years. The following is a summary of the group’s recommendations.

Issue #1: Crew Health

A. Crew Fatigue

- Research the effects that various duty times and shift types have on crew fatigue
- Develop a core curriculum that recognizes, prevents, and treats fatigue
- Develop a policy regarding mechanic fatigue to include the optimum number of mechanics, duty times, scheduling, and procedures for calling in relief mechanics
- Develop a policy for managing mechanic fatigue and off-duty time
- Develop a culture mindset for prioritizing planning and developing fatigue policies

B. Safety Culture

- Create guidelines for program self-audits of safety culture for both air and ground transport systems
- Educate management on how culture affects safety and how to change each program’s safety culture:
  - Identify an accountable individual/manager to work on improving the safety culture
  - Manage economic pressures that hinder improvements
- Develop an ongoing safety program:
  - Identify the desired safety culture
  - Expand the role of the safety committee
  - Require individual/personal accountability
  - Promote healthy lifestyles
  - Include specialty teams in safety audits and processes required to achieve the desired safety culture
- Implement changes to achieve the desired safety culture:
  - Use change management strategies
  - Evaluate the progress of culture changes and continue to implement further changes to reach the desired results

C. Training

- Improve crew training:
  - Discuss stress management techniques and how to implement them
  - Discuss conflict management techniques
  - Implement infectious disease control for all program and contracted employees
  - Expand training in landing hazards
  - Develop helicopter, fixed-wing, and ground safety courses
  - Practice extrication techniques as applicable

D. Standards for Crew Health

- Develop crew health standards and enforcement policies:
  - Educate employees on standards and expectations for personal health
  - Develop exportable packaged courses
- Develop air medical operational standards based on occupational medicine and Aerospace Medical Association air medical expertise
- Develop industry-wide Occupational Safety and Health Administration compliance education

Issue #2: Competition

A. Culture

- Develop a written plan and policy to address competition:
  - Develop a tool to measure self-induced pressure
  - Develop an educational training program for management and crew pressure
  - Write an internal competition statement
  - Develop a reward and recognition plan for safe behavior
  - Emphasize safety over competition and placing patient outcomes before profits
- Develop a plan for interagency cooperation:
  - Define “shopping” for an AMT program and identify common shopping practices
  - Develop an education plan to stop shopping
  - Address consequences of scene jumping
  - Grant immunity for turning down or aborting transports

B. Partnerships and Relationships

- Develop a regional plan with other transport services that includes:
  - Encourage development of regional agreements on mutual aid and compensation
  - Develop a regional safety council
  - Use roundtable model for meetings
  - Develop joint training programs for safety
  - Develop regional weather minimums
  - Standardize and endorse downtime procedures
- Promote internal team cooperation:
  - Develop a policy for each program that addresses briefings and debriefings
  - Teach AMRM at each program
  - Discourage internal team competition

C. Standards

- Data collection and reporting:
  - Make data reporting and collection mandatory
  - Develop standardized data collection tools
  - Create operational definitions for the data set
  - Define accident and incident events that should be reported

- Develop state regulations for air ambulances and require compliance
- Update and revise minimum standards for fixed-wing ambulances
- Standardize approval by the FAA for the use of night vision goggles
- Promote specialty team standards

D. Training

- Improve management education:
  - Educate decision makers on Request For Proposal (RFP) processes
  - Educate managers/administration on appropriate competition
- Improve crew training:
Clinical Practice

Clinical practice was the first topic discussed by the MCWG. During discussions on clinical practice, several important AMT points were made.

Emphasize education and training. Clinical practice is directly influenced by education, training, and experience. Program educational goals are best achieved by defining AMT program mission profiles, establishing clinical care goals and scopes of practice, creating educational standards and specific educational opportunities, using objective assessment tools to measure how crew members are progressing and maintaining adequate competence, and streamlining quality improvement processes to provide timely and effective feedback. The industry could greatly assist AMT programs by developing a template for assessing educational goals.

Establish standards of care. Program educational goals establish a foundation for generating program-specific standards of care. But other nationally accepted resources should be used. Position statements from the various professional AMT medical organizations can be drawn on as expert opinion on standards of care. Standards handbooks, like Arndt's ASTNA (Air and Surface Transport Nurses Association) Standards for Critical Care and Specialty Rotor Wing Transport, that address qualifications, competencies, and continuing education are useful and should be similarly developed by other associations. Combined, these position statements and standards handbooks could be used to develop nationally recognized guidelines for medical care, training, and oversight. By allowing AMT programs to adjust for their own characteristics (e.g., mission profile, geographic setting), recommended national standards would provide common expectations of care while preserving the flexibility of specific program needs. Setting these guidelines and standards is sufficiently important and resource-intensive to necessitate extramural funding.

Conduct research. The appropriate direction for the industry is to establish uniform and reliable medical data sets designed to allow easier interpretation of outcome-based clinical studies. Multicenter studies are necessary in evaluating which factors (e.g., team configurations, types of helicopters, rural vs urban basing) enhance AMT outcomes. Studies that incorporate existing data sets to investigate nonmortality endpoints (e.g., time to surgery or cardiac cauterization, hospital length of stay, frequency of medical errors) can be used to examine the positive and negative effects of AMT on clinical outcomes. Lastly, frequent, systematic, and state-of-the-art AMT assessments will become essential in advising policymakers and payers on the medical benefits of AMT.

Pursue certification and guidelines (e.g., for scope of care...
Critical Care Transport

Critical care transport was the second topic discussed by the MCWG. This topic will become increasingly important as ground units enter this market in an attempt to enhance revenues by transporting “critical care” patients. A consensus statement from the air medical community regarding the following key points would be helpful to AMT programs seeking to provide critical care services.

**Define critical care transport.** The initial task in this area is for the air medical community, in conjunction with third party payers, to develop an agreed-upon definition of what constitutes critical care. A starting point may be to define critical care based on the patient’s clinical condition as it relates to type and severity of illness or injury and the required level of care (eg, the need for specialty trained crew members, medical equipment, or medications) necessary to safely transport the patient to an appropriate treatment center.

**Determine crew configuration.** Crew member configuration is a crucial component in successfully providing critical care. Credentialing pathways (ie, training vs challenging exams), scope of practice, mission profile, transport mode (ground, fixed, or rotor-wing), and cross-training performance are all-important elements when selecting critical care crew members. The industry should establish recommended minimal crew member requirements based on these elements.

**Establish medical direction.** Appropriate medical direction is vital for ensuring that the proper team and equipment are available during critical care transports. Key to providing appropriate levels of critical care is a medical director who is an integral member of the AMT program.11 The medical director's tasks and performance expectations should be objectively outlined so that he or she can be evaluated appropriately.

Working with others in the AMT program is helpful to the medical director in developing triage, dispatch, and consultation criteria for optimizing patient outcome and resource utilization. In addition, establishing which medical interventions are best done at various points (eg, before AMT crew arrival or after AMT crew arrival but before patient loading) in the patient transport chronology is best accomplished when the medical director consults with the flight crew and referring entities. The AMT program should provide access to any needed specialty consultation. Organizations like AMPA in conjunction with ASTNA, NAACS, the National Flight Paramedics Association (NFPA), and others should develop medical director and direction criteria useful in governing medical supervision of AMT.

Training and Skill Retention

Training and skill retention represented the third and last topic discussed by this group. Several key points were identified and discussed during this session.

**Train the trainers.** The first priority is to train the trainers. This can be achieved best by maximizing electronic educational platforms, standardizing educator training, and the generating a national curriculum that emphasizes decision making and other cognitive abilities. The industry should assess the advantages and disadvantages of moving away from "merit badge" certification courses, while simultaneously developing a curriculum that teaches skills unique to AMT.

**Expand the target audience.** Education should extend beyond the AMT crew. Regulators, referring hospital and out-of-hospital health care providers, and even receiving hospital personnel would benefit from an efficient information exchange and awareness of AMT capabilities and limitations.

**Expand medical oversight.** Because of the vital role of the medical director (see above section), the industry should increase both the level of medical oversight and the guidelines/standards governing its provision. Medical directors should have direct experience in AMT. This experience will enhance their ability to understand the provision of care in the transport setting and allow “no-fault” discussion of transport care errors.

**Enhance training methods.** The industry should promote a better understanding of adult learning. Additionally, efforts should be made to improve the understanding of the association between patient volume and skills retention and the usefulness of simulator technology in maintaining procedural and cognitive skills.

In conclusion, the air medical community needs to:
- Gather data to support development of medical director and direction criteria useful in governing medical supervision of AMT.
- Gather data to support development of medical director best practices guidelines
- Design and gather valid collaborative research data

MCWG Recommendations

To optimize the AMT industry’s ability to meet these goals and address the issues discussed above, the MCWG suggests that the following actions be undertaken and implemented by the industry over the next 2 years.

**Issue #1: Clinical Practice**

**A. Education**
- Define the term mission profile
- Establish expectations of care and scope of practice (flight crew, EMS personnel, and referring facilities)
- Create educational opportunities relevant to goal-directed therapy
- Establish standards of education competency
Develop assessment tools in determining competency
Streamline QA/QI data systems to provide timely and effective feedback
Establish a curriculum designed for new and experienced flight personnel

**B. Standards of Care**

- Convene a group to define standards of care and develop guidelines that may be implemented on a large scale. These guidelines will necessarily vary by mission profile, geography, local laws, and regulations.
- Identify and implement position statements created by various AMT associations
- Create a national adoption of guidelines for:
  - Clinical practice
  - Training and education
  - Medical director oversight and qualifications for medical directors
  - Patient care priorities
- Identify funding sources for curriculum and education development
- Establish an ongoing training, selection, and skill maintenance system

**C. Research**

- Establish uniform data sets to support collaborative research in quality of care and scope of practice:
  - Research should be outcome-based.
  - Uniform data definitions need to be developed and disseminated to researchers.
- Establish research groups to encourage data sharing and collaborative studies
- Establish AMT database:
  - Link with existing databases/studies when possible.
  - Develop and encourage use of outcome measures other than mortality.
- Surrogate endpoints such as time may be useful.
- Novel endpoints such as levels of care, analgesia, and lives saved should be explored.
- Work toward:
  - Second order outcomes and soft endpoints. Specifically, differentiate clinical, nonmortality endpoints (e.g., Glasgow coma scale score) from nonclinical, surrogate endpoints (e.g., time from referring hospital presentation to neurologist for stroke patients).
  - Evidenced-based HEMS
  - Steady funding stream to provide for continuous research
  - Propagation of results to publications with a wider readership. Specifically improve performance of systematic reviews of the outcomes-related literature and bring these results to readers who are interested in the data but don't have access to all the journals.
  - Political and regulatory knowledge of research results. Specifically, publish reviews of research results in recognized peer review journals and forward these findings to interested governmental and nongovernmental agencies.
  - Develop, set, then advance an AMT political agenda through the formation of a legislative network

- Develop local and national process improvement systems though medical error reporting
- Support and increase research efforts

**D. Certification and Guidelines**

- Ensure appropriate clinical guidelines for scope of care
- Establish crew certification/qualifications
- Encourage 100% membership in professional societies
- Encourage 100% CAMTS accreditation.
- Define expectations in both directions (HEMS, referral institutions, EMS agencies)
- Organize into a single voice
- Design vehicles to improve:
  - Clinical care
  - Safety
  - Patient access and care

**Issue #2: Critical Care Transport**

**A. Critical Care Definitions**

- Define spectrum of care
- Define critical care as it relates to:
  - Minimum number of crew members
  - Industry definition of what constitutes critical care
  - Years and type of experience (neonatal, cardiac, burn, respiratory, obstetric, trauma, etc.)
  - EMS versus inter- or intrahospital versus other types of transports
  - Potential for patient to decompensate during transport
  - Required provider level (RN, MD, PM, EMT, RT)
- Define required scope of practice based on patients':
  - Level of illness
  - Type of illness
  - Time dependency
  - Needed equipment or vehicle

**B. Crew Mix**

- Define credentialing (paper vs experience)
- Define necessary education and experience of crew members as guided by the program medical direction and professional AMT organizations
- Develop techniques to match level of care with mission profile and scope of care
- Develop methods for ensuring proper cross training
- Perform research to determine a minimal “standard” crew team based on mission profile and scope of practice
- Establish criteria for the use of specialty care teams. Specifically determine when the needs of a given patient exceed the capabilities of the “regular crew” and therefore require the use of additional specialized crew members and/or equipment.
- Set expectations, track performance, and encourage commitment and involvement of the medical director and/or his/her designee in every aspect of program operations related to medical care

**C. Training for Crew and Others**

- Determine cross training needs
- Define and determine required skill sets
- Determine minimum licensure requirements (MD, RN, PM, RT, etc.)
- Determine minimum level of experience
Issue #3: Training and Skill Retention

A. Train the Trainer
- Consider the development of common electronic platforms
- Develop educator training for trainers
- Develop staff development programs to foster:
  - New staff
  - Management
  - Public Speaking

B. Curriculum Development
- Develop national standardized training programs
- Develop a curriculum that enhances decision making and cognitive training
- Provide training beyond the “merit badges”:
  - Investigate the legal ramifications of “merit badge” substitutes
  - Compare alternative training to the “merit badges”
  - Develop the role of comprehensive critical care and advanced life support courses
- Develop a curriculum that teaches specialty skills
- Develop orientation standards

C. Audience for Education
- Diversify target audience receiving education about air medical transport to include:
  - Regulators and payers
  - Referral staff and EMS providers
  - Internal hospital professionals
- Establish methods for the dissemination of information
- Collaborate with other programs and facilities to enhance education

D. Medical Oversight
- Increase medical director involvement
- Develop medical oversight guidelines/standards
- Develop electronic flight records:
  - Passive and automatic data generation
  - Advantages and disadvantages of audio and video recording as documentation methods
- Encourage direct observation
- Develop a method for blameless error discussions
- Develop a tool that measures accountability for medical oversight of the flight program

E. Methods and Parameters
- Develop training and/or methods for:
  - Adult learning
  - Self-reporting and individual tracking
  - Tracking volume and success rates of skills performance (full- and parttime employees)
  - Simulation to teach and maintain competency in the full range of provider skills
  - Validating competency
  - Decision making
  - Hybrid training
  - Documenting decision-making
  - Redundancy and cross training
  - Modular skill set and minimal skill set

Cost/Benefit Work Group

Statement of the Problem and Background

The Cost/Benefit Work Group (CBWG) began by reviewing AMT’s history. The early development of helicopter programs in the United States was generally coupled with trauma center mission statements and the need for rapid emergency care transport. Implementation of these hospital-owned or publicly owned (ie, Maryland State Police) high-profile AMT services was tied to the outreach efforts of major tertiary centers in evolving trauma systems.

In the 1970s, hospital AMT costs were easily bundled into overall hospital charges as cost-plus charges, while public AMT costs were supported by state or local taxes. These all-inclusive payments for incurred AMT charges spurred a rapid proliferation of programs. Surprisingly, the implementation of prospective payment systems has done little to slow this growth, and the number of AMT services continues to increase with each succeeding decade (Figure 2).

Despite the increasing number of AMT services, demand and costs continue to escalate as debate focuses on whether or not the U.S. health care system can continue to afford expensive, high-tech modes of emergency helicopter transportation. Several variables appear to be driving the rise in AMT costs:
- Significant and escalating fixed aviation and staffing costs
- Increasing demand for aviation and medical professionals in the face of pilot and nursing shortages
- Increasing aviation and medical care regulatory requirements
- Increasing malpractice and aircraft insurance costs
- Increasing costs of aircraft acquisition and parts due to demand for aircraft and aging fleets
- A fragmented design model for EMS transport with vari-
ability in provider concentration and capability between urban and rural areas

- Incurred transport costs with little or no likelihood of reimbursement from increasing numbers of uninsured and underinsured patients
- A reduction in ability to cost shift transport charges from patients with poor reimbursement profiles to those insured in order to cover expenses
- Aging aviation and communications infrastructure coupled with a poor public understanding of the costs required to maintain emergency care infrastructure, facilities, and services

Although AMT is an essential component of a contemporary trauma system, the small numbers of patients served by HEMS make the unit costs extremely high. AMT unit costs are predicted to continue to climb. To date, there have been limited published cost/benefit AMT reports that evaluate these additional incurred costs.54-57

In recent years, the value debate coupled with the need to contain increasing health care costs and limit tax growth has led to a reappraisal of the deployment of expensive technology. Hospitals and independent providers of AMT are observing declining reimbursements for similarly delivered services. Several factors seem to be involved. To control insurance costs, third-party payers are reducing or capping AMT payments. In addition, the numbers of patients being covered by Medicare or Medicaid, which reimburse at lower rates than commercial payers, are increasing.58 Greater numbers of uninsured or underinsured patients are entering into the health care payer mix, thereby increasing utilization costs without corresponding reimbursement. This is especially true for young adults who bet on continued good health while incurring higher than normal rates of catastrophic accidents.

Reimbursements are further being hampered as new requirements by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) stipulate that all medical transport providers unbundles charges to prevent cost shifting from underpayers to full payer services.59

This mixture of increased costs of service versus inadequate reimbursement has created an increasing cost-to-reimbursement mismatch. These new costs and reimbursement constraints have led some hospital-operated programs to either move to stand-alone status or spin off to independent providers. In the public sector, political goals of limiting or cutting taxes are placing the public provider agencies under similar pressures to reduce costs. Although AMT costs are generally perceived as high in relation to numbers of patients served, the value of these costs has been previously supported in the public policy arena.50-63 However, in the future, as payers attempt to optimize the delivery of health care services, choices for health care reimbursement will be guided by cost/benefit studies.

Regionalization of resources and decreases in services provided by smaller hospitals is further increasing the demand and therefore cost for AMT services. Unfortunately, there is little or no analysis of cost reductions incurred by avoiding additional services due to the presence of AMT services (ie, the avoided costs of duplicative medical specialty services in multiple hospitals). Although there is a concern for AMT overutilization and overtriage based on retrospective evaluations (ie, discharge in <24 hours from acute care), little information exists as to adverse effects that undertriage may have for patients requiring early access to critical care. Increasing evidence points out that AMT may not only be clinically beneficial but also prove to be cost effective by avoiding the replication of costly services.

To effectively address these AMT financial challenges, the CBWG identified several actions items for the AMT community to address over the next 2 to 5 years.

**Perform cost-effective AMT studies.** AMT costs have traditionally been defended based on the ability to deliver sophisticated medical teams and rapidly transfer patients to tertiary care facilities. In the past, most research has measured the benefits of AMT for particular clinical conditions without providing associated health care costs or system evaluation. The initiation of prospective cost-effectiveness research and outcome studies could greatly benefit the optimal triage and appropriate utilization of high unit cost AMT services. Further, there is no published research on the cost relationships associated with critical shortages of services and the replacement costs within health care systems (ie, substituting the cost of AMT services versus creating critical care services at smaller hospitals). Lastly, little research exists in determining optimal cost-effective AMT models.

**Initiate cost-reduction strategies.** The cost of U.S. air medical systems is primarily based on individual patient transport charges, and the unit costs of AMT appear high when compared to ground transport charges. The reluctance by employer-based insurance companies to agree to cost shifting for underinsured populations and the pressure on public purchasers to reduce tax-supported health care costs require new efforts to identify and reduce AMT costs.

The initiation of economies of scale (ie, combined flight programs with a common dispatch center and management) is one strategy for demonstrating to the public that...
AMT services are serious about reducing costs. On the other hand, the proliferation of new and competing programs and additional helicopters in geographic areas previously well served by AMT may send an entirely different message to the public. Public awareness and trust of AMT cost control is necessary if the public is to support AMT services in the future.

**Develop a data acquisition system and a universal dictionary.** The ability to precisely describe and quantify charges, costs, and benefits of AMT programs is vitally important. An operational national database with common definitions and measured elements is critical in securing the information necessary for evaluating cost-effectiveness strategies for the EMS and air medical community. Quantifiable costs associated with various mission metrics are lacking. The American Hospital Association and others, such as the Healthcare Financial Management Association, are potential partners in helping to define costs for appropriate reimbursement. Collaborating with other organizations is essential in accurately creating a common definition dictionary. Without standard terms, the interpretation of costs and payments by payers will vary.

**Increase public awareness and education.** As mentioned previously, the high cost and value of AMT continues to be debated. On the other hand, the benefits of having AMT available to rural communities may be priceless because some of the highest rates of industrial injury occur in rural areas as a result of agriculture, mining, forestry, and fishing. AMT services enable those preferring rural lifestyles to have rapid access to major health care services typically located in urban communities. A public understanding of both the costs and the benefits of AMT in supporting rural America is necessary. The more the public and the policy makers understand and appreciate the benefits of AMT operations, the greater the likelihood of public support for these services.

An efficient method of public education can be an active relationship with government officials. This requires the identification of government advocates and the implementation of successful strategies. One identified opportunity is to educate local and state policy makers (eg, legislatures, state EMS directors, etc). Another is to attend national meetings of policy makers such as the annual National Association of State EMS Directors (NASEMSD). During these meetings, large groups of policy makers can be captured to generate intra- and interagency policy statements. Other efforts that may enhance public awareness and education include a user survey and the utilization of program models that share staff with other hospitals or organizations.

**Develop acceptable preutilization criteria.** Development, coordination, and endorsement by the various AMT associations of supportive “white papers” is an important initial step in addressing the costs and benefits associated with these lifesaving services. Once the necessary supporting documents are complete, “white paper” findings and recommendations can be used to initiate an aggressive provider and public education campaign. Using a series of defined tool sets, AMT providers, users, and payers could establish preutilization criteria for AMT, thereby avoiding posttrans-
provides similar benefits. For this to be true, there must be national standards for access to medical care. The development of several AMT national projects—such as a statement on appropriately accessing AMT, a common template of national regulations, guidelines on standard medical care, and guidelines for appropriate utilization of AMT—would help achieve this goal. Another method by which to demonstrate the benefit of AMT is to globally define its role in the delivery of health care. A revision of the AAMS health care integrator paper would achieve this goal.31

The balance of cost and benefit will always be an issue in AMT. To be most successful in the future, the AMT community must strive to control costs and widely measure and then publicize the benefits. The most important initiatives are the development of a national AMT database, community-wide endorsement of the appropriate utilization paper, development of an aggressive public education/public awareness campaign, development of a catalog of alternative funding resources, and recommendations on the most effective means by which to sell AMT services. Attention to these recommendations will go a long way in ensuring a viable future for the AMT community.

In summary, the top five cost/benefit priorities are:

- Operationalize a national database for the AMT community with common metrics and taxonomy
- Update white papers on equity, access, and appropriate utilization
- Develop an aggressive public education campaign
- Develop a catalog of alternate funding strategies
- Develop a tool chest of the most effective ways to promote the use of AMT services

A more comprehensive outline of the CBWG recommendations is provided below:

**CBWG Recommendations**

**Issue #1: Costs**

- Develop an alternate model to fund AMT services that focuses on covering the fixed costs (spread cost optimally)
- Identify and pursue economies of scale that support advancement in the industry and ongoing operations
- Generate and support research that defines critical resource shortages faced by the AMT community
- Generate and support research that provides information about the cost/benefit of different program models
- Generate and support research that quantifies cost-effective triage mechanisms (over/under)
- Develop a list of cost drivers that impact the industry
- Generate research that quantifies how AMT services impact and avoid replacement costs in health care

**Issue #2: Data**

- Participate in ongoing efforts to establish and operationalize a national database for the AMT community
- Develop a method to quantify costs associated with various mission metrics for the purpose of supporting appropriate reimbursement
- Develop tool sets to capture cost and reimbursement; work with key constituency groups such as the American Hospital Association and the Healthcare Financial Management Association
- Participate in development of a data dictionary for the community

**Issue #3: Public Awareness and Education**

- Develop a white paper on the cost/benefits of AMT
- Develop an aggressive public education campaign in concert with other organizations or associations
- Develop tools that define what consumers and other shareholders need and the most effective way to sell AMT services
- Remain actively involved in government and public relations:
  - Identify advocates
  - Define strategies
- Participate in NASEMSD conferences
- Develop a user survey as an industry tool
- Develop an educational effort to define options or models in the community (i.e., shared staff with other hospital areas)
- Educate employees to prevent their insurance plans from removing air medical coverage

**Issue #4: Reimbursement**

- Develop a position paper on membership programs
- Develop tool sets to assist the community in obtaining optimal reimbursement from insurance companies
- Standardize documentation forms

**Issue #5: Alternative Funding**

- Develop a catalog of alternate funding strategies currently used within the AMT community (e.g., legislature, taxes, etc.)
- Develop a unified strategy to access homeland security resources for the community
- Develop a unified strategy to access rural health dollars for the community
- Develop a tool set to assist community in obtaining public funding (trauma, etc.):
  - Work with state and national legislators
- Develop a tool set to assist community in obtaining corporate support
- Secure funding for action items

**Issue #6: System Integration**

- Advocate for defined benefit and adequate reimbursement levels through development of a white paper on equity of access to AMT
- Update or endorse white paper on appropriate utilization
- Provide research to support service
- Develop template for state regulations and national standards
- Update Mini-National Standards (AAMS and CAMTS)
- Update the “Air Medical Transport Systems as a HealthCare Integrator” paper
- Develop national licensing
Regulatory/Compliance Work Group

Statement of the Problem and Background

The Regulatory/Compliance Work Group (RCWG) focused on three main topics: standards, accreditation, and state regulations, compliance and access to care issues (HIPAA/EMTALA) that affect air medical transport, and FAA regulations and their impact on AMT. General conclusions and recommendations were as follows.

Create uniform standards, accreditation, and regulations. There is no single entity that regulates AMT, but there are several agencies on federal, state, and local levels that regulate various aspects of air medical transport. There are also voluntary standards created by several organizations. Although not enforceable, voluntary standards are effective in setting the tone for professional practice.

CAMTS was initiated in 1990 to set the standards for AMT and offer a process to verify compliance with nationally accepted standards through accreditation. Opinions range from not needing accreditation to mandatory CAMTS accreditation for all AMT services. The CAMTS standards are accepted worldwide as the only comprehensive set of standards for AMT and were recently used by the European Aeromedical Institute (EURAMI) as the basis for its evolving accreditation program.

Several federal agencies require CAMTS accreditation. The Indian Health Services requires it for air medical services applying for a business operating agreement with their agency. The Department of Defense requires CAMTS accreditation as a prerequisite to apply for a contract to transport patients.

CAMTS standards have been used in part or in total by many state EMS agencies for air ambulance licensing regulations. All states have ground ambulance license regulations, but there are still five states (Georgia, Alabama, North Dakota, New Hampshire, and Ohio) that do not require an air ambulance license. On the other hand, the states of Rhode Island, Utah, Washington, Michigan, and Maryland, along with several counties in California and Clark County, Nevada, all require CAMTS accreditation to obtain an air ambulance license. Several other states such as Colorado, Oklahoma, and New Mexico are working on passing similar legislation.

The air medical profession should work closely with associations such as NAEMSMD to standardize the air ambulance requirements for each state. State licensing criteria are often looked on as minimal standards, whereas CAMTS standards are more comprehensive. In fact, the states that require CAMTS accreditation feel that they have fewer problems with unsafe or poorly funded providers setting up business in their state by requiring this higher level of compliance.

Currently, some states address only rotor-wing and not fixed-wing services. Fixed-wing services travel over many states and thereby need to comply with no standards or several different sets of standards, depending on the state. This leads to complications and legal implications.

The fixed-wing entity is also fraught with brokers that do not have a service but charge a fee to arrange medical transport. Since there are no federal mandates on governing appropriate levels of care for interstate air ambulance travel, brokers compete by providing the lowest prices. This often shortchanges the patient with untrained medical crews and poorly maintained aircraft. Efforts should be made to prevent brokers from advertising on the same page as air medical services. At the present time it is difficult for the public to identify whether an advertised service is a broker or an actual AMT service.

Remove access to care and compliance barriers. Several federal acts affect AMT directly or indirectly. CMS not only affects billing and reimbursement but also is responsible for the security and privacy of health data. Although the recent changes for Medicare reimbursement have provided some consistency to billing agents, Medicaid is subject to local and regional differences. A compilation of each state’s Medicaid reimbursement guidelines for air ambulance would be helpful.

CMS is also responsible for enforcing the privacy rule under HIPAA. There have been recent revisions in the privacy rule that directly impact the protected health information of patients transported by air. Air medical services need to understand their obligations under the new revisions and the consequences of not following procedures according to HIPAA. There may exist organizations, such as AAMS, that could provide assistance through technical advisors for compliance issues.

The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) is a federal law passed by Congress in 1986 as part of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985 (42 U.S.C. 1395dd). It defines the appropriate transfer of unstable patients and holds responsible parties legally liable for compliance. In some cases, hospitals try to shift the costs of uninsured patient transports and liability to the air medical service and may inflate the utilization of air transport. The referring agents, in many cases, do not understand EMTALA. Education of the direct care providers, especially at referring facilities, is needed so that access to care is applied uniformly when dealing with transport services. Underutilization and overutilization of AMT also should be studied.

Establish consistent FAR interpretations. The FAA, under Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations, oversees and enforces regulations for all civil aviation. These regulations are not specific to the unique aspects of AMT, and this has created inconsistencies in how FARs are interpreted. In addition, there are local and regional inconsistencies in interpreting FARs. The AMT community should seek to develop consistent and nationally applied interpretations.

For example, medical crew members are generally not considered crewmembers as defined by the FAA, in that they do not have specific duties related to the operation of the aircraft. However, this is a grey area because medical crew members may assist the pilot in safety-sensitive areas such as emergency evacuation of patients.

When are aircraft operating under Part 91 regulations and when are they operating under Part 135 regulations? This is another grey area in interpretation of FARs. Part 91 regulations address general aviation; Part 135 regulations address commuter and on-demand operations (aircraft for hire), for
example, when a patient is transported. But when is the air medical transport considered for hire? Is it when a hospital pays for aviation services from a vendor, in which case it would be under Part 135 regulations? Or when a patient is on-board, being charged for the services, in which case certain aspects of the flight (such as going for the patient) could be conducted under Part 91?

The issue of public law enforcement agencies that transport patients competing with private AMT programs also presents a challenge for the private programs. The public services are not required to comply with FARs. Therefore, they do not have the same expenditures as the private sector in keeping pilots trained to the level required and in keeping aircraft maintained according to FARs. Some suggest that the FAA should require all public service aircraft that transport patients to be in compliance with Part 135 regulations.

The law enforcement groups have begun to recognize their lack of standardization and may be receptive to some sort of regulatory or voluntary accreditation process. Recently, the Airborne Law Enforcement Agency (ALEA) has been a proponent of developing standards for its airborne agencies.

Other inconsistencies also exist in the interpretation of the FAA regulations regarding air space and instrument approaches, the use of night vision goggles, and the 337 certificates for medical configurations.

Hospital helipads are not enforced by regulations, but there is an FAA advisory circular that addresses public use helipads. In some cases, hospital helipads have been shut down by the FAA due to noncompliance with this circular. Again, there are inconsistencies in interpretation because there is still a question about hospital helipads being classified as public or private use.

In summary, most work group members agreed that groups such as the Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ARC) should continue to work closely with the FAA to address these inconsistencies.

The last issue discussed was homeland security and what happened during the 9/11 crisis. Most air medical programs were grounded immediately on 9/11. Civil AMT services are a tremendous resource for the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), and the AMT community needs to take a proactive stance so that the FAA can issue a special airspace status to air medical services if another disaster happens.

The following recommendations resulted from the above discussion items.

RCWG Recommendations

Issue #1: Standards and Accreditation

- Establish national essential minimal standards that are mission appropriate and address the following issues:
  - Work with states to ensure uniformity across state lines so that air medical programs that border several states do not have to meet several different types of state requirements
  - Require licensure that meets minimal standards or accreditation

- Require advertising that reflects the service provided. One of the issues identified was that brokers who arrange for air transport for a fee advertise on the same page as air medical programs that actually provide the service. Lobby state attorney general offices to cite brokers for false advertising.

- Improve air medical transport by changing regulatory requirements, encouraging compliance, and identifying the cost/benefits of the mandated changes
  - Identify costs to air medical services to meet government requirements
  - Measure benefits to air medical community, patients, and the public at large

- Develop a method to implement and monitor the national essential minimal standards
  - Meet with NAEMSD and educate them regarding air medical transport standards
  - Present state directors with minimal standards and model legislation

Issue #2: Compliance (HIPAA/EMTALA) and Access to Care

- Develop an analysis of current access to care difficulties and the effects of the pending changes in federal regulations on proposed legislation on AMT
  - Identify payer coverage issues that are affected by EMTALA
  - Examine local and regional differences and then create a strategy (eg, position papers)
  - Gather data on payer outcomes based on criteria referenced transports that were referred because no specialty care was available
  - Collect data on Medicaid reimbursement rates and billing criteria from each state
  - Be proactive in getting feedback to EMTALA
  - Get on the list of organizations to be notified for future changes in EMTALA legislation
  - Update AMPA position paper on new EMTALA changes

- Develop and implement a comprehensive strategy for lobbying government agencies and constituency groups on coverage issues to include greater advocacy and education
  - Seek consistent applications on contested matters and interpretations
  - Educate payers and influence lobbying efforts by constituents
  - Lobby to communicate ramifications of EMTALA changes
  - Lobby for universal rulings
  - Establish a public education campaign (eg, public service announcements)
  - Lobby CMS and Congress for clarification of Medicare coverage of air ambulance transports
  - Lobby for change to allow AMT services to bill for trans
port in situations where the hospital requests transport because no specialty providers are available.

- Find media advocates (entertainment, political, and influential people or groups) that have an interest in promoting AMT

**Document difficulties in access while generating research and examples to support an industry position related to appropriate and inappropriate air medical utilization and reimbursement**

- Develop and distribute condition lists identifying appropriate helicopter transports (condition codes)
- Establish and distribute a list of conditions that do not warrant helicopter transport
- Implement a data collection form to track overutilization of helicopter transport
- Encourage programs to participate in providing utilization data to a central website. Programs that participate should be able to access information.
- Market the utilization of helicopters in areas that are underutilized

**HIPAA action items**

- Educate public, associations, and peers on HIPAA and how it relates to information that can be released to covered entities
- Assist transport services with template tools/forms for business associate agreements

**Issue # 3: Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs)**

**Work closely with the FAA to revise FARs to benefit AMT**

- Develop a database regarding inconsistent application of “337” approvals (eg, field approvals for repair and/or alteration) and other interpretation inconsistencies in FARs
- Petition the FAA for consistent application and interpretation of FARs
- Petition FAA to allow Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) landing procedures without weather reporting
- Develop operation-specification for utilization of night vision goggles
- Develop a resource document on interpretation of FARs for medical personnel
- Continue the ARC

**Petition the FAA to define hospital helipads as private-use helipads**

**Petition the FAA to require FAR Part 135 compliance for all aircraft transporting patients to include public-use operations**

- Collect data on areas of the U.S. that interpret or ignore laws to benefit use of public service over private use aircraft
- Share information and maintain ties with ALEA and other public service organizations to develop standards that improve patient care and safety

**Ensure that government agencies treat air medical transports as essential response entities in terms of homeland security**

- Proactively, petition FAA and TSA to grant air medical services special status for air space before another disaster occurs

---

**The Final Recommendation**

As history reveals, past AMT summits have created important industry recommendations. Yet the ultimate success of these summits can be measured only by whether or not their recommendations were implemented. For the AMT community to move forward, recommendations derived from the 2003 Air Medical Leadership Congress must be set in motion. We suggest that the various AMT associations and organizations reconvene to assign responsibility and initiate the above recommendations. But the burden of initiating these actions lies not just with the AMT community associations and organizations; this burden lies with each and every one of us who are engaged in the specialty of AMT. It is only through national, regional, and local efforts that the AMT community can best position itself for a successful future.
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